Introduction and the Seelig O scillator
The importance of oscillatory and wave phe nomena in developing biological systems was first proposed by Turing [1 ] in a theoretical paper in 1952. With the increasing volume of experimental work on oscillatory phenomena their importance is now fairly generally accepted. The experimental systems studied are very complex and the current upsurge of interest in model reaction systems which exhibit oscillatory behaviour is both a recognition of the importance of the subject and an attempt to mir ror the systems studied experimentally. It is hoped that a study of such models will provide some insight into various aspects of monphogenesis.
An early review article in 1967 by Higgins [2 ] discussed oscillating reactions in a biological and chemical context. More recent reviews have been given, for example, by Noyes and Field [3 ] and Goldbeter and Caplan [4 ] . The emphasis in the former is on the chemistry side and in the latter on the biology side. All of these reviews, however, are mainly concerned with homogeneous oscillations which necessitate the study of spatially uniform reacting systems in which diffusion plays no role.
Spatial phenomena which arise in reation diffusion systems have been widely studied in the last few years. A substantial part of the book by Murray [5 ] is on this area. Much of the work on spatial phenomena has been in an ecological context: the models of population interactions with diffusion are formally in the same general class as reaction difRequests for reprints should be sent to J. D. Murray, M athe matical Institute, University of Oxford, 24 -29 st Giles, Oxford 0X 1 3 LB. fusion models. There is a recent review article from the ecological point of view by Levin [6 ] .
A dramatic real oscillatory reaction is the Belousov-Zhabotinskii reaction [7 ] which is essentially the bromination of malonic acid in the presence of the catalyst cerium. Oscillations in the ratio of the con centrations of Ce I I I to Ce IV are dramatically ex hibited if a suitable dye indicator is used. A 5-step model reaction, based on the detailed rather com plicated kinetics, involving at most bi-molecular reactions was proposed by Field, Körös and Noyes [8 ] . A diffusional version of this model has been studied by Murray [9, 5] who showed the existence of propagating chemical fronts. A long review article on the reaction, its models and their analyses has been written by Tyson [1 0 ] . The oscillatory behav iour of the reaction depends on autocatalysis.
A widely studied model reaction which exhibits oscillations is that proposed by Prigogene and Lefever [1 1 ]. When diffusion is included Erneux and Herschkowitz-Kaufman [12] have demonstrated the presence of spatially rotating waves. The mathemat ical ramifications of this model are interesting and have indicated phenomena of potential experimental interest. The system however involves tri-molecular reactions and constant pool chemicals. This model and all of those for the Belousov reaction involve autocatalysis: in biological systems this is very rare.
Biological control is often effected by negative feedback mechanisms and in the form of substrate inhibition it is particularly common in many enzyme reactions. It is important, therefore, to find a model universal oscillator which relies on substrate inhi bition and which is biochemically realistic. Such a model has been proposed by Seelig [1 3 ] and is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The possible chemical realiza tion of the model has been discussed by Seelig [1 3 ]. Importantly the model involves at most bi-molecular reactions, avoids the requirement of constant pool chemicals by having the more practically realistic condition of constant fluxes, and exhibits negative feedback control. From an analytical point of view the model reduces to a reaction system involving only two species. It is this reaction mechanism, in which the species can diffuse and are restricted to a finite domain, that is discussed in this paper.
The overall reaction is X + Y ->-P + Q effected by a catalyst M, an enzyme for example. The substrates X and Y are supplied by constant fluxes Jx and J2 respectively and there is a first order reaction efflux of X. The substrate X is inhibited by extracting some of the active catalyst M by forming the inert complex M X 2 . The reversible reactions are taken to be fast and the irreversible ones slow. On this basis the rate equations governing the catalyst M and its complexes M X and M X 2 are all essentially at equi librium with respect to the time scale of the rate equations for X and Y. The kinetic equations for the reaction mechanism in Fig. 1 are then given by
where [ ] denotes active concentrations, t' time and
where M 0 is the total amount of catalyst M present. The two species system (1 ) with (2 ) are the kinetic equations for Seelig's [13] model oscillator.
It is convenient to introduce non-dimensional quantities (the choice of which is suggested by (1 ) and ( 2 ) 
and the non-dimensional system (1 ) with (2 ) be comes 
where f(x, y) and g(x, y) are defined by (4 ).
If we now consider the space to be unidirectional with coordinate S say, and the species X and Y to diffuse with diffusion coefficients Z)x and Dy respec tively then denoting the space dimension by L, nondimensional diffusion coefficients and space vari able s are defined by
The reaction diffusion system for Fig. 1 in nondimensional form, from (4) and (5 ) with (6 ) In the spatially uniform situation, that is system (4 ) and (5 ), Seelig [13] has shown that fo r a broad range of the parameters finite amplitude limit cycle oscillations exist. That is the steady state
is unstable and the instability manifests itself in a limit cycle and so x(t) and y(t) are periodic in time.
Note that from (8 ) the steady state (x 0, y0) lies in the positive quadrant only if y jx -(ß + 1)j2 > 0 a condition which we assume obtains. Using a two-cell Turing model in which the con centrations are uniform in each cell and the diffusion terms in (7 ) replaced by differences in the con centrations in the two cells Seelig [14] demonstrated a flipflop behaviour which is, in effect, a temporal spatial heterogeneity.
Of particular interest in developmental biology is the possible existence of spatial structures which arise from the interaction of diffusion with chemical re action: this possibility was first suggested by Turing [1 ] . Our interest here is in the appearance of spatial structures which arise from a diffusive driven in stability of a spatial uniform state. Models which ex hibit this have mainly arisen in ecological contexts: see for example Segel and Jackson [1 5 ], Levin and Segel [1 6 ] and Levin [6 ] . A general mathematical discussion has been given by Fife [17] : see also the references given there.
In this paper we consider the system (7 ) and demonstrate diffusional instability of the steady state (x 0 , ?/0) for a range of parameters for a bounded spatial domain with zero flux boundary conditions. Numerical results for typical stable finite amplitude spatial structures which exist for large time, are given and a conjecture made which relates details of the linearised instability behaviour to the ultimate nonlinear finite amplitude spatially heter ogeneous state. The single steady state (x 0 , y0 ) is the intersection in the x, y phase plane of f(x, y) = 0 = g{x, y), with these functions defined by (7 ) . These isoclines are illustrated in Fig. 2 for typical values of where V 2 is the Laplacian in three-dimensional space. The concept equally applies to systems with any number of species.
With respect to general systems it is heuristically to be expected that if the diffusional effects are the parameters. The region enclosed by the dashed line is a confined set, that is if the initial conditions for x(s, 0) and y(s, 0) lie within this domain then for all time £ > 0 the solutions x(s, t) and y{s, t) of (7 ) will also lie in this closed region. Now consider linear perturbations of the system (7 ) about the steady state (x 0, y 0) given by (8 ) . Now write the solution of (12) in Fourier spectrum f0rm oo (1 3 ) W(s, t) = e^ W\s) , W (s ) = 2 a n cos ox, 0 = 1X71 , n = 0 which automatically satisfies the zero flux boundary conditions (1 0 ). W e are interested in the sign of the real part of the eigenvalues X which are given, on substitution of (13) into (1 2 ), as the solutions of 
xot Vo
We are concerned here with the situation where the steady state (x0, y^) is stable when the system is spatially homogeneous. In this case, from (15) with dx = 0 = dx X2 + X 
3/ 3g df dg\ dx 3y 3y dx)x" :
A typical set of parameters in this range are those used in Fig. 2 . If the parameter range is such that (17) is violated then the spatially homogeneous system (7 ) is linearly unstable and homogeneous limit cycle behaviour is obtained [1 3 ] . Now consider (15) and investigate the possibility that with dx 4= 0 , dy = (= 0 and / and g satisfying (17) solutions I exist such that /? / / > 0 , that is the steady state is unstable as a direct consequence of the diffusion. Because of the first of (17) the coef ficient of X in (15) 
< y »
Because of the second of (17) the only term which can cause such positive solutions is if the coef ficient of ö2 is negative, that is
Because of the first of (17) the last relation im mediately shows that diffusional instability can only be caused if the diffusion coefficients are unequal that is dx = (= dy . Returning now to the specific form for / and g given by (7) dg _ v3r _ y x {l+ x + K x 2) 3y 3y (1 +x + y + K x2 ) 2 XttVt and so to satisfy (17) and (19) we must have at the very least
(1 + x + y + K x 2) ' '
With (1 7 ), (19) and (20) satisfied, there must exist a least positive solution for o2( -n2Ji2 ) of (1 8 ), and hence a least n which gives an eigenvalue with RIX > 0 . The steady state is then linearly unstable and is a diffusion-driven instability. As long as </x> 0 (and so from (20) </y > 0) there is only a finite range for the unstable modes since the term dx dy o' l in (18) eventually dominates and violates the condition. Let the integer N be the least value of n in the Fourier spectrum which makes the last square bracket in (15) where (x 0 , y0) is given by (8 ) .
As a numerical example suppose we choose the parameter values used in Fig. 2 , that is j1 = 50, ß = 41, j.2 = 0.984 = y , K = 0.1 = 9' 2/o = 2.2625 , and using (20) and (21) To be numerically specific let us take as an illustration S = 300 and (22) 
In dimensional terms dy = Dy/L2k0 and so the last inequalities give
Suppose L 2 = L 12 = D y/k0 (that is </y = l ) which gives the domain length , the last inequalities show that the only linearly unstable mode is n = 1. If we have a domain 4 Lx then 3.256 < n < 5.36 and the unstable modes are n = 4 and n = 5. It is clear that there is an intimate relationship between all of the parameters of the problem and the number of unstable modes. The dependence of n on L is linear, we come back to this important point later. From (25) as dY increases beyond the bifurcation value 1.80 the system becomes stable since no integer can satisfy the inequality.
W e have thus shown that a stability bifurcation surface (or surfaces) exists in the parameter space which is a direct result of diffusion-driven instabil ity, a typical Turing type situation.
( 2 2 ) namely (19) and (2 2 ). As specific numerical ex amples we computed the long time behaviour of several solutions from the full nonlinear system (7 ) with zero flux boundary conditions (10) In the last section we obtained the necessary conditions for diffusion-driven linear instability, Fig. 3 . Lon g time finite amplitude spatial structures for diffusion-driven instability of the system (7) with parameter values as in Fig. 2 (x0 , y0) One of the interesting, but not unexpected facts which emerged from the numerical study and is demonstrated in Figs. 3 a, b is that the mode of the finite amplitude spatial structure is equal to the smallest unstable mode in the linearised analysis. On a linearised basis the smallest n mode had the largest growth, that is the largest R I I > 0 . This is probably a general principle for diffusion-driven instabilities in bounded domains with zero flux boundary conditions, that is the finite amplitude mode is the one coming from the largest R IA > 0 . In Fig. 3 b for example, the least mode on a linear analysis is n = 7 which is the basic finite amplitude structure mode.
It is clear that the ultimate spatial structure is tied up with the specific boundary conditions taken. For example if the boundary conditions were taken to be x = 0 = y on s = 0 and s = 1 then since x = 0 = y is unstable, it is clear that if the diffusion coef ficients are not sufficiently large for the diffusional flux out of the domain to overcome the reaction instability then spatial structure with result. It is much less obvious when zero flux boundary con dition are taken. In this case the relative difference in the internal diffusional fluxes, the destabilising factor, overcome the stability forces of the reaction terms. An introductory discussion of these different aspects of spatial structure has been given by Murray [5 ] .
In Figs. 3 a, b the variation or spatial structure in the species y is so small as to be essentially negligible: in these cases the maximum change was less than \%. The reason for this could be due to the fact that the stabilising effect on y is (with < 5 = 300) 300 times stronger than on x. It could also reflect the fact that the multivalued region y~x in Fig. 2 has a very small y-range. What is perhaps related to this is the fact that near the asymptotes of the isoclines f(x, y ) = 0 = g(x, y) there is a domain where both / and g are close to zero. This is the shaded region in Fig. 2 . The asymptotes for f(x, y) = 0 and g{x, y) = 0 are, from (4 ) and (5 ), x = j j ( ß + 1) and x = j.2/y re spectively. Thus a measure of the separation of the two isoclines for values of x < x 0 is given by j j (/3+1) -j2 /y (equal to 0.19 for the values in Fig 1) .
The trajectory path for an initial value of x and y can be indicated by the sign of / and g in the equation system (7 ). It is given by (4 ) in the spatially uniform state. When a spatially inhomogeneous solution enters the shaded region where / and g are near zero the normal smoothing d if fusion process takes place and tends to stabilise the spatial structuring. If the isoclines are very close together here the system (7 ) is to a first approxima tion essentially simply two uncoupled pure diffusion equations, the solutions of which, with zero flux boundary conditions, tend to spatial uniformity with time. In this situation although there is diffusiondriven instability the spatial structure which obtains is of very small amplitude. We describe this region where diffusion stabilising forces are dominant for part of the domain as a pseudosteady state domain. From a numerical solution point of view it might appear in fact that there is no spatial structure but this would be strictly not the case. The existence of such pseudo-steady state domains is immediately obvious from the isocline curves f{x, y) = 0 = g{x, y ). Since the asymptotes for these curves when y ->oo are respectively 7i/(/? + l ) and j 2/y we found that if these differ by less than 10-2 such a pseudo-steady state domain exists and spatial struc tures were of 0 (1 0 -6 ) .
What we have shown in this paper is that the universal oscillator in Fig. 1 proposed by Seelig [13] and in which there is only a single steady state can display spatially uniform limit cycle oscil lations, and diffusion-driven instabilities in the spa tial context which, in a finite domain with zero flux boundary conditions, results in spatial structuring. In a spatial context in which the parameters give limit cycle behaviour the existence of travelling wave train solutions is possible [2 0 ] . This model can also be shown to exhibit threshold behaviour which in a spatial context results in solitary wave propagation: this will be reported elsewhere. Thus as a model relevant to biology it exhibits many of the features which have been observed experimen tally such as in regeneration in the hydroid T ubularia [2 1 ] , The model relies on the common bio logical feature, negative feedback control, it avoids some of the drawbacks of other models like tri-molecular reactions and so on, mentioned above, but yet reduces to a two-species system. As such it warrants further study. For example in two or three dimensions the type of spatial structures which can exist would be of particular interest.
As pointed out above if there is a given insta bility range of n for a given L then in for example a growing domain characterised by L the n range will vary with the least mode increasing. That is the number of finite amplitude waves increases with growth, that is increasing L. This could perhaps be the way reaction diffusion theory describes in a morphogenetic sense, the sequential development of compartment boundaries. An interesting recent paper by Kauffman et al. [22] discusses this po tential aspect in connection with Drosophila.
